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ABSTRACT 
With the large increase of internet users people are 

transferring information in many ways. But information 

protection is still a major issue for the people where different 

type of intruders is ready to read sensitive information. So 

contributing this field paper has focus on the information 

hiding in video frames. In order to hide information, position 

in the frame object is identified by use of color Histogram 

method. Here each frame passes through algorithm to filter 

tracked object from others. As each object has some path in 

the video and that is totally random, this path is not any 

algorithm dependent and different for different objects in the 

video. So one of the implementation of this random path is 

message sending by hiding text of that data at the respective 

position. So a normal video act as perfect messenger. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
As the utility of internet and computer are increasing day by 

day. As transformation of data is commonly done through 

internet. This data may be text, images, videos, etc. Due to 

this problem of security of transferring data is required. So 

modification in digital data makes it hard to recover the 

original data. As data transfer is done through network where 

loss of information is also possible, so recovery of the data is 

required or information loss should be less. As digital data 

distribution over world is getting easy because of copping 

behavior of data. This harm intellectual property Right as 

information is easy to transfer from one place to other. So by 

the use of some data hiding techniques this copping of data is 

protected. Although this encryption do not provide complete 

protection as it can be decrypt it process of encryption is 

common.  So new approach of data hiding is adopted where 

information is hide in the multimedia data so if that data is in 

intruders hand then it can be detected. This technique of data 

hiding is done in bank currency, here information is extract 

the note to find the originality. This concept is also known as 

watermarking where know information is watermark, which is 

embedded in the original multimedia data. So technique of 

embedding secret message is transfer from one place to other. 

So all kind of information can be hide in the carrier data 

where secured. In this paper work focus on video data hiding 

this has applications in internet communication, multimedia 

systems, medical imaging, telemedicine, military 

communication; etc. Video encryption is different from the 

simple data encryption. So in general the data hiding in image 

involves four steps.  

1. Selection of video for the information carrier. 

2. Now convert secret message in required format 

alphanumeric, numeric or binary. 

3. Now data embedding function will embed information in 

the carrier video.  

4. Finally inverse decoding function is required for extraction 

of secret information from carrier data. 

2. RELATED WORK 
In [1] Video data hiding PCA technique is use for the 

embedding of information. Here video is divide into scenes 

which is a collection of frames and each frame is divide into 

fix size blocks which is term as cube. Next step is to analyze 

each cube of the video for the embeddig condition. Those 

cube which satisfy selection condition is pass for the Discrete 

wavelet transform. Finally PCA is apply for embedding of 

secret information. Vice versa process is apply for the 

information extraction.  

In [3] Discrete Wavelet transform technique is utilize for the 

embedding of information. Here 3 level of DWT is apply for 

each frame of the video. Although video frame need to be in 

RGB format and in blue matrix part of the RGB frame 

transformation is apply. After transformation horizontal part 

of the video is consider for information hiding. For 

information extraction reverse process is apply for the same 

where secret information is required for the data reading. 

 In [2] video data hiding is done in the rotated frame of the 

video. Technique for pixel selection is again DWT. In frame 

rotation matrix of video is consider as the complete cube and 

rotation of cube make its side view. So operation DWT is 

apply on this part of the video matrix. This step is quit unique 

but complete information retrieval is not possible. Some 

supporting information again required for the information 

retrieval which is also a burden for the system.  

In [9] PCA and DWT combination is again done for the data 

hiding in video. Now conversion of video frame from RGB to 

YUV format is prior step in the embedding. Now apply DWT  

for each frame and with the help of PCA embedding of data is 

done. Selection of luminance part of the frame is done PCA 

where LL and HH part is use for the data embedding. 

In [10] H.264 encryption is done on the video where this 

conversion leads to the pixel value in different format. Now 

conversion of pixel value in binary format is done. Here 

specific format of code is found in the pixel values and 

replacement of each is done with corresponding pairs. So this 

help in reassembling the pixel in original value. But this paper 

has many drawbacks such as code conversion dependency, 

encryption keys.  
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3. PROPOSED WORK 

3.1 Read Video 
As video is the collection of images which is called as frame. 

Here these collections of images are display in so fast 

sequence that human eyes could not judge that it actually see 

one image at a time. As contents of the consecutive frames are 

mostly same but change in object position is new information 

of the frame. So reading of video means conversion of video 

in sequence of frames of RGB format. 

3.2 Extract Feature 
Color feature of the selected object is extract from the object 

region. For the first frame one has to select the position of the 

object movement. Now selected position region is consider as 

the O (object) of the frame. Consider this region of frame as 

positive while other region as negative frame. So color feature 

value of positive frame is extractfor the future reference of 

object in coming frames.  

3.3 Partial Least Square 
This is a supervised learning technique where positive and 

negative samples are analyze for the detection of result from 

the input data. Here N different copy of positive sample is 

taken and collects their N number of features. So for each 

frame surrounded region of previous slide is analyzed for the 

detection of object. The most promising region is considered 

as the next positive object. If it is same as the detection of 

object. The most promising region is considered as the next 

positive object. If it is same as previous the no new copy of 

feature vector is construct otherwise feature vector get 

renewed. One threshold is set previous the no new copy of 

feature vector is construct otherwise feature vector get 

renewed. 

One threshold is set for object variation from the rest. If the 

difference ds is less then the mention threshold then values of 

O is update, otherwise new appearance model is insert in set. 

As the maximum set size is N and appearance models are 

more then one of the existing model is replace with new. In 

above algorithm d is calculated by Eludidean norm, which is 

generally use for finding distance between two images. Above 

cycle repeat for all the frame of the video. 

 

 

               

Fig. 1. Proposed Embedding modal. 

3.4  Fetch Co-ordinates 
Now for each selected region of the frame boundry co-

ordinates pixel value is selected.  

Selection of these co-ordinates depend on the object 

movement in each frame as new position is opt by the object 

in each frame so path follow by the object is best place for 

data hiding. 

3.5 Embedding 
In most of the previous encryption approaches one embedding 

schemes one can do this in images, audio, video files. By 

detecting different features such as Edge, corner, low 

intensity, 
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Fig. 2. First Frame with selected object (red box) to track. 

  

Fig. 3 Different appearance models 

high intensity, etc. message is embedded in the respective 

pixel positions. This is completely dependent on the values of 

the pixels. But here we utilize movement of object in different 

frame as this movement is totally random and independent of 

any formula so the pixel position of those movement is totally 

unpredictable. 

Data hiding in selected pixel position of the frame is done in 

this step. Here textual or numeric data from the data is first 

convert into its corresponding ASCII value. Now replace these 

values in the selected pixel position of the frame. This 

replacement make data hiding.  

 

Fig.4  Embedding of text in frame as object movement. 

3.6 Extraction  
Fetching of data from the embedded video by reverse process 

is term as Extraction. In this step all step is same as done in 

previous part which contain feature extraction, apply PLS, 

then select pixel position of the frame. Now from this position 

extract pixel value which is consider as the data at that point. 

So collection of these data is final value of the hidden data.  

 

Fig. 5 Extraction of text in frame as object movement. 

Algorithm for Object path data hiding 

 Input: V, D // V: Video , D: Hiding Data 

Output: EV // EV: Embedded Video 

1. F[n]Read(V) 

2. ODetect_object(F[1]) // O: Object 

3. Loop 2:n // n: number of frames 

4. CFColor_Feature(F[n]) 

5. PosPLS(CF, O) //PLS:  Partial Least Square 

6. F[n]Embedded(Pos, F[n]) 

7. EndLoop 

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT 
This section presents the experimental evaluation of the 

proposed Embedding and Extraction technique for privacy of 

video. All algorithms and utility measures were implemented 

using the MATLAB tool. The tests were performed on an 2.27 

GHz Intel Core i3 machine, equipped with 4 GB of RAM, and 

running under Windows 7 Professional.  

Dataset Video of various environment is taken for analysis 

and comparison of results. Here  Number of frames per video 

is quit low as it take more time for evaluation. 

Table 1. Represent Dataset for testing 

Environment Frames 

House 4 

Jungle 39 
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4.1 Evaluation Parameter Peak Signal To 

Noise Ratio 
It is use to find the amount of data present from the received 

signal as it may corrupt by the presence of some noise. So it is 

term as the peak signal to noise ratio. The ratio between the 

maximum possible data and the noise that affects the fidelity 

of its representation. 

 

PSNR = 








errorSquareMean

valuepixelMax

__

__
log10 10  

Extraction Rate 

This parameter find number of same same charater find in 

video after extraction process. 

 

where nc is the number of correctly extracted characters, and 

na is the total number of embedded characters. 

Results 

Table 2. Represent Results for different evaluation 

parameter. 

House Video Methods 

Propose 

work 

Previous 

No Attack Extraction Rate 100 100 

PSNR 160.7645 80.4664 

SSIM 63.9056 8.26 

SNR 53.7726 8.7264 

Noise 

Attack 

Extraction Rate 75 0 

PSNR 160.7645 80.4664 

SSIM 63.9056 8.26 

SNR 53.7726 8.7264 

 Table 2 & 3 is the comparision results of the propose method 

and previous work in [10] as there it is found that propose 

method have all the values obtain from the evaluation 

parameters such as Signal to noise ratio, Peak Signal to noise 

ratio, and  Structural Similarity index method are above then 

the previous method. So it is found that Embedding method is 

producing an effective result without harming the image 

quality as was done in previous work.  

Table 3. Represent Results for different evaluation 

parameter. 

Jungle Video Methods 

Propose 

work 

Previous 

No Attack Extraction Rate 100 100 

PSNR 132.6570 85.8838 

SSIM 18.5623 3.73 

SNR 57.8170 1.1524 

Noise Attack Extraction Rate 50 0 

PSNR 132.6570 85.8838 

SSIM 18.5623 3.73 

SNR 57.8170 1.1524 

Table 4. Represent Results for execution time for previous 

and proposed work under no attack. 

Execution Time in Second 

Video Name Methods Under No Attack 

 Propose work Previous 

House 8.219 19.3746 

Jungle 6.873 11.213 

Table 5. Represent Results for execution time for previous 

and proposed work under noise attack. 

Execution Time in Second 

Video Name Methods Under Noise Attack 

 Propose work Previous 

House 9.8377 20.902 

Jungle 7.241 13.213 

From above table 4 and 5 it is obtained that proposed work is 

better in terms of algorithm steps as it required less time for 

embedding and extraction as compare to previous work.  

 

Fig. 5. Average results from all evaluation parameters for 

proposed work and previous work. 

In figure 5 average values of the evaluation parameters are 

taken and results are shown. It is obtained that the proposed 

work is much better as compare to previous work [10]. 

5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, implementation of Partial Least square method 

for object tracking, with the help of different feature of the 

object. Work evaluate state-of-the-art tracking algorithms with 

detailed analysis on their performance on different kind of 

video that takes under bright, dark, sudden change in light 
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intensity, size of object change with time. Data hiding in these 

position help in randomization of the data for security. The 

experimental comparisons demonstrate the strength of the 

work against different attacks on various parameters and 

results shows that proposed work is better as compare to 

previous method in all parameters. Although so much work 

has been done, it still seems impossible so far to have a 

generalized, robust, accurate and real-time approach that will 

apply to all scenarios.  
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